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Until recently the important role that spin-physics
(‘spintronics’) plays in organic light-emitting devices
and photovoltaic cells was not sufficiently recognized.
This attitude has begun to change. We review
our recent work that shows that spatially rapidly
varying local magnetic fields that may be present
in the organic layer dramatically affect electronic
transport properties and electroluminescence
efficiency. Competition between spin-dynamics
due to these spatially varying fields and an applied,
spatially homogeneous magnetic field leads to large
magnetoresistance, even at room temperature where
the thermodynamic influences of the resulting nuclear
and electronic Zeeman splittings are negligible.
Spatially rapidly varying local magnetic fields
are naturally present in many organic materials
in the form of nuclear hyperfine fields, but we
will also review a second method of controlling
the electrical conductivity/electroluminescence,
using the spatially varying magnetic fringe
fields of a magnetically unsaturated ferromagnet.
Fringe-field magnetoresistance has a magnitude of
several per cent and is hysteretic and anisotropic.
This new method of control is sensitive to even
remanent magnetic states, leading to different
conductivity/electroluminescence values in the
absence of an applied field. We briefly review
a model based on fringe-field-induced polaron-
pair spin-dynamics that successfully describes
several key features of the experimental fringe-field
magnetoresistance and magnetoelectroluminescence.






Spintronics is the science and technology that deals with controlling and using the electron
spin degree of freedom through a variety of phenomena. Most spintronic devices rely on a
change in the relative magnetizations of two magnetic electrodes to control the flow of electronic
current through a non-magnetic material [1–3], such as by spin-selective scattering (as in
current-in-plane giant magnetoresistance) [4,5] or by spin-injection (as in current-perpendicular-
to-plane giant magnetoresistance) [6]. If the two ferromagnetic electrodes are chosen to exhibit
two distinct switching fields, the device can be switched between a parallel and antiparallel
magnetization configuration using an applied magnetic field, B. A current-perpendicular-to-
plane giant magnetoresistive device is often referred to as a spin-valve. If a dielectric layer
replaces the metallic spacer layer between the two ferromagnetic layers, it forms a magnetic
tunnel junction, and the corresponding effect is called tunnelling magnetoresistance [7,8].
Using semiconductors as spacer layers (instead of metals or dielectrics) is a third and
particularly attractive option because of the possibility of implementing spintronic logic devices.
However, spin-injection into semiconductors continues to pose challenges, in part because of the
conductivity mismatch problem [9]. The search for new materials systems is therefore ongoing.
In particular, there has been increasing interest in using organic semiconductors for spintronics.
The use of organic semiconductors is motivated, in part, by their long spin relaxation times
[10,11]. The first demonstration of an organic spintronic device employed a planar structure of
La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) electrodes separated by an ≈ 100 nm long channel of α-sexithiophene
[12]. The first vertical organic spin-valve device, which used LSMO and Co as the ferromagnetic
layers, was demonstrated by Xiong et al. [13].
2. Hyperfine-induced magnetoresistance
In addition to the organic spin-valve effect, whose underlying physics largely mirrors the
spin-valve effect known from inorganic materials, there occur a variety of spin-dependent
processes in organic semiconductor devices. A particular example is the large, room-temperature
magnetoresistive effect known as organic magnetoresistance (OMAR) [14–17]. Contrary to the
spin-valve effect, OMAR devices do not use magnetic electrodes; rather, the effect occurs in
regular organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). The physics of the effect is therefore completely
different from that of spin-valves, and it is unrelated to spin-polarized injection. Figure 1a shows
a typical OMAR trace measured in OLED devices based on a variety of organic semiconductor
materials. The magnetoconductivity (or magnetoresistance) is defined here to be the difference
between the conductivity measured at finite magnetic field and that measured at zero magnetic
field, normalized by the conductivity (or resistance) at zero magnetic field. The magnitude of
the effect is typically 10%. Experimentally, it has been established that OMAR is approximately
independent of the magnetic-field direction [15,18] and that in most materials it obeys empirical
laws given by either a Lorentzian I(B)/I ∝ B2/(B2 + B20) or the non-Lorentzian lineshape
I(B)/I ∝ B2/(|B| + B0)2, depending on the material, for the change in the current I with magnetic
field B, where B0 ≈ 5 mT [18].
It is now believed that OMAR is akin to what are called magnetic-field effects in spin-chemistry
[20]. Spin-chemistry studies spin-selective reactions between spin-carrying, or paramagnetic,
entities. In OLED devices, paramagnetic entities are present in the form of electrons, holes
and triplet excitons. Furthermore, as in spin-chemistry, an important role is thought to be
played by the hyperfine interaction, i.e. the coupling of the electronic and nuclear spins. The
paramagnetic entity experiences a local hyperfine field (Bhf) of the order of 1 mT, originating
mainly from the hydrogen nuclei. Bhf varies randomly from site to site and causes mixing
between the singlet and triplet spin states of a pair of paramagnetic entities on neighbouring
molecules, as will be explained in more detail below. An externally applied field exceeding the
hyperfine field suppresses this spin mixing and therefore changes the reaction rate between
















































Figure 1. (a) Typical OMAR traces (magnetoconductance MC versus applied magnetic field B) for a wide variety of polymers
(PFO, PtPPE, PPE, RRa-PsHT and RR-P3Ht) and small molecule (Alq3 and pentacene) devices, all showing either a Lorentzian
(B2/(B20 + B2)) or a specific non-Lorentzian (B2/(B0 + |B|)2) dependence. For details, see [18]. The magnitude of the effect
is typically 10%. (b–e) Pauli spin blocking in the formation of a singlet (S) bipolaron, after arrival of two charge carriers
at neighbouring molecules in a triplet (T) spin configuration (light coloured red arrows). (b) When B Bhf , the two spins
precess about different hyperfine fields, mixing in S character, and bipolaron formation is possible. (c) When B Bhf , the two
spins precess about the same field B and remain in a T configuration (dark coloured red arrows); bipolaron formation remains
blocked. In the presence of fringe fields, lifting of the blockade can also take place because (d) they have different directions
or (e) different magnitudes at the two molecules. PFO, polyfluorene; PtPPE, platinum-containing polyphenylene-ethynelene;
PPE, polyphenylene-ethynelene; RRa-P3HT, regio-random polythiophene; RR-P3Ht, regio-regular polythiophene; Alq3, 8-tris-
hydroxyquinoline aluminium; B0, characteristic magnetic-field scale; Bhf , hyperfine magnetic-field strength; Bfringe, field of a
ferromagnetic layer. (Adapted from [19].) (Online version in colour.)
experiments comparing OMAR in ordinary and deuterated polymer devices [21]. However,
what paramagnetic entities are involved and how their spin-dependent interactions yield the
experimentally observed OMAR effect is still debated. Several mechanisms have been suggested.
For the purpose of illustrating the basic mechanism, we now discuss in some more detail one of
these mechanisms, the bipolaron mechanism [22]. In figure 1b,c, we consider two neighbouring
molecules. We suppose that two charge carriers of like charge have arrived at these molecules in a
triplet T configuration (e.g. the spins of the two charges are aligned). In that case, a carrier on one
of the molecules cannot hop to the other molecule in the same orbital as the other carrier because
of the Pauli exclusion principle. In other words, the resulting Pauli spin-blockade prevents
‘bipolaron’ formation. If, in addition, one of the two charges is immobile (‘trapped’), then this
spin-blockade shuts off any electrical conduction through this molecule, and the device current
is suppressed. However, if B  Bhf, precession of the spins about the different hyperfine fields
at the two molecules mixes in singlet S character, lifting the blockade and allowing bipolaron
formation, resulting in current flow (figure 1b). On the other hand, if B  Bhf, both spins process
around the same field, and the carriers remain in a T configuration, preventing lifting of the
blockade (figure 1c). Apart from this bipolaron mechanism, two other kinds of mechanisms have
been put forward as possible explanations for OMAR, which differ in the paramagnetic entities
involved. (i) The electron–hole pair model [15,16] in which the spin-selective reaction between
oppositely charged polarons to form an exciton (recombination) is of central importance. (ii) The
triplet exciton–polaron model [23], which is based on the trapping of charges by triplet excitons.
The magnitude of the effect is typically 10%. However, a recent report [24] has achieved
an exceptionally large (more than 2000%), room-temperature OMAR effect in one-dimensional,





ultrahigh magnetoresistance effect is ascribed to spin-blockade in one-dimensional electron
transport. This enhancement in one-dimensional systems is easy to understand: whereas carriers
hopping through a three-dimensional sample can easily avoid each other and/or circumvent
any spin-blocked sites, this is not possible in a one-dimensional motion. The generic nature
of this enhancement offers very good perspectives to exploit the effect in a wide range of
low-dimensional systems.
OMAR is only one example of spin-dependent processes that occur in organic semiconductor
devices. Recently, it has been realized that spin-dependent processes crucially factor into the
efficiency of OLEDs and organic photovoltaic cells. We will briefly review two such processes.
(i) Singlet exciton fission transforms a molecular singlet excited state into two triplet states,
each with half the energy of the original singlet. In solar cells, it could potentially double the
photocurrent from high-energy photons. Congreve et al. [25] recently demonstrated organic
solar cells that exploit singlet exciton fission in pentacene to generate more than one electron
per incident photon in a portion of the visible spectrum. Using a fullerene acceptor, a poly(3-
hexylthiophene) exciton confinement layer, and a conventional optical trapping scheme, they
achieved a peak external quantum efficiency of (109 ± 1)% at a wavelength of 670 nm for a 15-
nm-thick pentacene film. The corresponding internal quantum efficiency is (160 ± 10)%. They
performed an analysis of the magnetic-field effect on photocurrent that suggests that the triplet
yield approaches 200% for pentacene films thicker than 5 nm. (ii) Adachi and co-workers [26]
recently demonstrated materials that possess a very small energy gap between its singlet and
triplet excited states. This makes it possible to efficiently up-convert triplet states into a singlet
state. The effect is called thermally activated delayed fluorescence.
3. Fringe-field-induced magnetoresistance and magnetoelectroluminescence
Before we turn to the next topic, let us briefly review the key points underlying the OMAR
effect. Two types of magnetic fields play a central role: (i) the applied magnetic field, which
is spatially homogeneous and has the tendency to lock the spin-state of a paramagnetic pair,
and (ii) the hyperfine magnetic field, which is spatially inhomogeneous and has the tendency
to mix singlet and triplet spin-states. The measured magnetoconductance (MC) results from a
competition between the two via spin-selective scattering events: the low-field conductivity is
determined by spin-selective scattering events where the spin-state is free, whereas the high-field
conductivity is determined by spin-selective scattering events where the spin-state is constrained.
Typically, the source of the spin-mixing, inhomogeneous field is the nuclear hyperfine field,
which is random and spatially uncorrelated (i.e. it varies randomly from one molecule to the
next). More recently it was recognized that spin-mixing can also occur even if the inhomogeneous
field is spatially correlated over many molecular spacings. All that is required is that there exist
significant gradients in local magnetic-field strength [27]. Figure 1e illustrates the basics of the
effect. If a local field gradient exists, the two spins located on the two molecules will precess with
a different rate. As a result, a phase difference between the two spinors develops with time, and
singlet–triplet interconversion can occur, because the singlet spinor differs from the triplet, m = 0
spinor only by a relative phase.
Therefore, a critical ingredient for OMAR devices is a spatially varying magnetic-field
landscape, which is usually provided by the molecular hyperfine fields. However, it can be
beneficial to instead rely on an externally supplied magnetic-field landscape. In that case, the
response function of the OMAR traces can be engineered to match a desired application. Whereas
OMAR sensors based on hyperfine magnetic fields are sensitive only in the 1–10 mT range, are
non-hysteretic (i.e. they cannot sense the sign of the applied magnetic field) and essentially
isotropic (i.e. they cannot sense the field direction), OMAR sensors based on an externally
supplied field-landscape may be sensitive to different field-magnitude ranges, be hysteretic and
anisotropic. Such ‘extrinsic’ OMAR devices were recently demonstrated [28] using fringe fields
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Figure 2. Domain structure of the magnetic film used in fringe-field organic magnetoresistive devices as measured by X-ray
microscopy for several different applied magnetic fields. The images shown cover an area of 5 × 5µm. The fields are applied
in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic film plane. For details, see [28]. (Adapted from [31].)
Magnetic fringe fields induced by a ferromagnet are mainly determined by the magnetic
domain structure. For a film with magnetic anisotropy, the domain structure is highly anisotropic
and hysteretic and it can be controlled by engineering the magnetic media [29,30]. The strength
and the spatial-correlation length of fringe fields from a ferromagnet also depend sensitively
on the distance from the ferromanget. Wang et al. [28] used a film of alternating Co and Pt
layers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) as the source of magnetic fringe fields.
This magnetic film with PMA can be magnetized (i.e. a state without magnetic domains) by
large perpendicular magnetic fields and demagnetized (magnetic domains reappear) by large in-
plane magnetic fields. Note that it is a characteristic of perfectly flat, saturated, perpendicularly
magnetized films that they produce no fringe fields above the films far from the edges; fringe
fields above the film originate from the presence of domains in unsaturated states. Transmission
X-ray microscopy based on the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect is used to
determine the microscopic magnetic domain structure of the magnetic film [28]. Several example
images are shown in figure 2, which show the magnetic film transitioning from a state with
mostly down domains (light grey) to mostly up domains (dark domains) as the applied magnetic
field is increased as part of a magnetization loop. XMCD images are used to determine the
magnetic fringe fields at different distances above the ferromagnetic layer. The fringe-field
strength anywhere in space can be calculated from the domain geometry [28].
‘Fringe-field OMAR’ devices consist of regular OMAR devices fabricated directly on top of
a ferromagnetic film consisting of a Co–Pt multi-layer (figure 3) [27]. The magnetic-field effects
can be studied by measuring both the MC and the magnetoelectroluminescence (MEL), i.e. the
dependence of the electroluminescence (EL) on the magnetic field. To study the dependence
of the device response on the distance separating the OMAR device and fringe-field source, a
conducting polymer spacer layer of variable thickness was inserted between the OMAR device
and the ferromagnetic film. In the presence of a large magnetic field out of the film plane, the
Co–Pt films are uniformly magnetized with all the spins pointing opposite to the direction of
the applied field. At lower fields, the films form magnetic domains—some regions with spins
pointing up and others with spins pointing down—to lower the magnetostatic energy. These
magnetic domains create strong, spatially varying fringe fields close to the surface of the Co–Pt
films, which penetrate the OMAR/OLED device. Figure 3b shows a typical MC and MEL trace,
and figure 3c the current–voltage (IV) and EL curves, for an organic device without a magnetic
film and whose MC/MEL is therefore caused by the random hyperfine fields, as described above.
This device serves as a reference when, later on, we will discuss fringe-field-induced MC/MEL. It
is seen that the hyperfine-induced MC and MEL responses have a magnitude of ≈5% and ≈10%,









































































































Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the device structure used for fringe-field MC and MEL measurements. The device consists of a
standard OMAR/OLED device fabricated on top of a ferromagnetic film, which need not be in electrical contact with the
organic device. A SiO2 layer was used in some devices to electrically isolate the magnetic film from the organic device. The
electroluminescence (EL) is collected through the semitransparent top contact. (b) MC and MEL responses to an external
magnetic field of a reference OMAR/OLED device without the magnetic film and (c) IV and EL versus voltage for the reference
device. (d) MC and MEL responses of the complete organic fringe-field device. (e) Magnetization M relative to the saturation
magnitization MS of the ferromagnetic film as obtained by the magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE). All data are for room
temperature. (Adapted from [27].) (Online version in colour.)
The effects essentially saturate for applied fields in excess of 0.1 T, are non-hysteretic and have a
full width at half maximum of ≈ 20 mT. The effects are also independent of the direction of the
applied magnetic field, and nearly independent of the MEHPPV layer thickness. In the present
work, we have chosen to work with a thin MEHPPV layer (55 nm) such that the distance from the
ferromagnetic film does not vary much between different locations in the MEHPPV film.
Now we turn our attention to the MC/MEL responses of the fringe-field OMAR devices,
and the correlation between these effects and the film magnetization, M. Figure 3d shows the
measured MC and MEL curves, and figure 3e shows the magnetization loop measured by
the magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE). In these measurements, the magnetic field is applied
perpendicularly to the device plane and is swept smoothly from large negative to large positive
fields and back (black lines). It is seen that the magnetization response is hysteretic and that
M assumes its saturation value for fields larger than ≈0.25 T in magnitude. M is unsaturated
between roughly 0.05 and 0.25 T. The MC/MEL curves outside the unsaturated magnetization
regime clearly mirror the data in non-magnetic devices (figure 3b) and are explained by the
‘normal’ hyperfine OMAR effect. In the unsaturated region, the data curves develop characteristic
‘ears’. In addition to a magnetoconductive response, the fringe-field effects lead to a sizable room-
temperature MEL response, of up to 6% at room temperature for the present device. This can be
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Figure 4. In these measurements, the applied magnetic field plays an auxiliary role and is used to write (‘set’) a particular
remanent magnetic state, corresponding to a particular domain configuration and particular fringe-field pattern, and to erase
(‘reset’) this configuration by replacing it with a saturated state without domains. This saturated state without domains is also
used as the reference state for the MC and MEL percentage responses. Referring to the magnetization loop of an example
magnetic film, panel (a) shows the procedure to set and reset different remanent states. The set field (blue star) is used to
select a magnetic state. As the set field is being removed, the film remains in essentially the same state as evidenced by
the only small amount of relaxation in magnetization between the write state (blue star) and the remanent state (red star).
(b) Conductance and (d) EL referenced to a fully saturated statemeasured in differentmagnetic states of the ferromagnetic film
versus the set field strength (red curve). For comparison, the conductance and EL valuemeasured while the set field is still on is
also shown (blue curve). Grey dashed curves correspond tomeasured values of conductance (b) and EL (d) at the set field when
the magnetic film is saturated. (c) Theoretical calculation following text, using switching fields from figure 1e, to be compared
with (d). Grey dashed curve is the calculation with the fringe fields absent. (Adapted from [27].) (Online version in colour.)
(a) Control of electroluminescence with remanent fields
Magnetic domains can be present at zero applied field in magnetic films. In the devices reported
by Macia et al. [27], such remanent states are prepared by applying a perpendicular field close
to the film’s coercive field and then removing it (figure 4a). With this method, one has access to
remanent magnetization states ranging from negative to positive saturation. At zero applied field,
we observed how remanent fringe fields increase the conductance of the organic layer MEHPPV,
suppressing OMAR. Figure 4b,d shows MC and MEL of a MEHPPV fringe-field device both in the
presence of and at zero magnetic field. The blue line depicts the measured values in the presence
of a magnetic field, whereas the red lines trace the values measured after removing the applied





a large negative field, then a positive field value from 0 to 0.3 T is set and the device conductivity
is measured (blue points). Finally, the applied field is removed and the device conductivity is
measured once again (red points). Figure 4 shows that the EL increases up to 6% for remanent
magnetic domain states of the ferromagnetic layer. In contrast to fringe fields from the same
domain configuration in an applied magnetic field (near the coercive field), the MEL increases
rather than decreases.
(b) Theory of magnetic fringe-field effects on magnetoconductance
and magnetoelectroluminescence
A successful theory of the fringe-field MEL has been developed [27]. In this theory, a two-
site model where an electron and hole (a polaron pair) occupy two nearby sites is considered.
The spin configuration of the polaron pair undergoes transitions due to the different magnetic
interactions present; these interactions consist of Zeeman-type interactions between the two
spins and their respective local fringe/hyperfine field. The polaron pairs recombine into excitons
at different rates, kS and kT, depending on the pair’s spin, as the singlet and triplet states have
different energies and wave functions. Once an exciton is formed, the large exchange energy
precludes any further spin evolution. In the absence of large spin–orbit interactions, spin-selection
rules dictate that exciton recombination (i.e. photon emission) occurs only from the singlet exciton
state. Therefore, the MEL can be calculated from the singlet fraction of excitons. To calculate the
MEL, the stochastic Liouville equation for the polaron pair spin-density matrix is employed. To
proceed with the calculation, one must have knowledge of the fringe fields present in the organic
layer. As was described above, elementary magnetostatics can be used to calculate fringe fields
from XMCD images of the magnetic domains (figure 2). The results of this theory and model are
shown in figure 4c. The agreement between model and experiment is very good.
4. Conclusion
Recently, the OLED and photovoltaics community has begun to realize that spintronics plays
a crucial role in these devices. Examples for this include singlet fission processes that enhance
the efficiency of organic photovoltaic cells, and thermally assisted delayed fluorescence, which
pushes the internal EL quantum efficiency beyond the naive 25% spin-statistical limit. OMAR
and MEL allows the device current and light-emission intensity to be controlled using an applied
magnetic field, or even using a remanent magnetic field of a nearby ferromagnetic film. We
showed that OMAR and MEL arises from a competition between spin-dynamics due to spatially
varying fields and an applied, spatially homogeneous magnetic field. The effects exist even at
room temperature where the thermodynamic influences of the resulting nuclear and electronic
Zeeman splittings are negligible. Spatially rapidly varying local magnetic fields are naturally
present in many organic materials in the form of nuclear hyperfine fields, but we demonstrated a
second method where the magnetic-field landscape was provided from outside the organic layer,
using the spatially varying magnetic fringe fields of a magnetically unsaturated ferromagnet.
Typical OMAR and MEL effects have a relative magnitude of about 10%, but recent work in
molecular wires has shown that this can be enhanced to a near perfect 100% effect.
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